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1 Introduction
Despite a huge literature on this topic, image segmentation remains a difficult
problem in the sense there does not exist a general method which works in
all cases. One reason is in that the expected segmentation generally depends
on the final application goal. Generally researchers focus on the development
of specific algorithms according to the type of images they are processing and
their final purpose (image understanding, object detection, . . . ). Different types
of approaches were developed in the past which can be broadly classified into
histogram based, edge based, region based and clustering (and mixes between
them). If histogram methods are conceptually straightforward, they are not
the most efficient but they are still widely used because of their simplicity and
the few computational resources needed to perform them (this is an important
criterion for computer vision applications). The idea behind such methods is
that the final classes in the segmented image correspond to “meaningful” modes
in an histogram built from the image characteristics. For instance, in the case
of grayscale images, each class is supposed to correspond to a mode in the his-
togram of the gray values. Finding such modes is basically equivalent to find
a set of thresholds separating the mode supports in the histogram. Several
articles are available in the literature proposing histogram based segmentation
algorithms. Two main philosophies can be encountered: techniques using his-
tograms to drive a more advanced segmentation algorithm or techniques based
on the segmentation of the histogram itself. For instance, we can cite the work
of Chan et al. [4], where the authors compare the empirical histograms of two
regions (binary segmentation) by using the Wasserstein distance in a levelset
formulation. In [17], local spectral histograms (i.e obtained by using several
filters) are built. The authors show that the segmentation process is equivalent
to solving a linear regression problem. Based on their formalism, they also pro-
pose a method to estimate the number of classes. In [13], a mixture model for
histogram data is proposed and then used to perform the final clustering (the
number of clusters is chosen accordingly with some rules from the statistical
learning theory). In [14], it is shown that the HSV color space is a better color
representation space than the usual RGB space. The authors use k´Means to
obtain the segmentation. They also show that this space can be used to build
feature histograms to perform an image retrieval task. Another approach, called
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JND (Just Noticeable Difference) histogram, is used in [2] to build a single his-
togram which describes the range of colors. This type of histogram is based
on the human perception capabilities. The authors propose a simple algorithm
to segment the JND histogram and get the final classes. This method still has
some parameters and therefore we do not see it as being optimal. In [11], the
authors build 2D histograms from the pairs RB-RG-GB (from the RGB cube),
then segment them by assigning each histogram pixel to their most attractive
closest peak. The attraction force is based on distances to each histogram peak
and their weights. This last step consists in the fusion of each segmentation to
form a global one. In [16], a variational model embedding histograms is pro-
posed to segment an image where some reference histograms are supposed to be
known. An interesting approach was investigated in [5]. The authors propose a
fully automatic algorithm to detect the modes in an histogram H. It is based
on a fine to coarse segmentation of H. The algorithm is initialized with all local
minima of H. The authors defined a statistical criteria, based on the Grenan-
der estimator, to decide if two consecutive supports correspond to a common
global trend or if they are parts of true separated modes; this criteria is based
on the ´meaningful events theory [5, 7]. The (parameterless) algorithm can
be resumed as following: start from the finest segmentation given by all local
minima, choose one minimum and check if adjacent supports are part of a same
trend or not. If yes then merge these supports by removing this local minima
from the list. Repeat until no merging are possible. This work is extended
to color images in [6] where they successively apply the previous algorithm on
the different components H,S,V and use this segmentation result to initialize
a k´Means algorithm to get the final segmentation. While this approach pro-
vides a fully automatic algorithm, it becomes computationally expensive (both
in terms of time and memory) for histograms defined on a large set of bins.
Another application of such histogram modes detection is the identification of
“harmonic” modes in Fourier spectra (indeed a spectrum can be seen as an
histogram counting the occurrence of each frequency). For instance, the ability
to find the set of supports of such modes is fundamental to build the new em-
pirical wavelets proposed in [8, 9]. It is to notice that working with spectra can
be more difficult in the sense that they, generally, are less regular than classic
histograms and that it is difficult to have an a priori idea of the needed relevant
number of modes.
In this paper, we propose an algorithm to automatically find meaningful modes
in an histogram or spectrum. Our approach is based on a scale-space repre-
sentation of the considered histogram which permits us to define the notion of
“meaningful modes” in a simpler way. We will show that finding N (where N
is itself unknown) modes is equivalent to perform a two class clustering. This
method is simple and runs very fast. The remainder of the paper is organized as
follows: in section 2, we recall the definition and properties of a scale-space rep-
resentation and build our model. In section 3, we present several experiments in
histogram segmentation, grayscale image segmentation and color reduction as
well as the detection of modes in a signal spectrum. Finally, we draw conclusions
in section 4.
2
2 Scale-space histogram segmentation
2.1 Scale-space representation
Let a function fpxq be defined over an interval r0, xmaxs and let the kernel
gpx; tq “ 1?
2pit
e´x2{p2tq. The scale-space representation [15] of f is given by (b
denotes the convolution product)
Lpx, tq “ gpx; tq b fpxq (1)
This operation removes all “patterns” of characteristic length
?
t i.e. as t in-
creases, Lpx, tq becomes smoother. This operator fulfill a semi-group property:
gpx; t1 ` t2q “ gpx; t1q b gpx; t2q. This means that we can iterate the convolu-
tion to get Lpx, tq at different scales (this is not valid for a discretized version
of the Gaussian kernel except if the ratio t2{t1 is odd). We choose to start with?
t0 “ 0.5 because since we work with finite length signals, there is no interest
to go further than
?
tmax “ xmax. In practice, we want to perform a finite
number of steps, denoted Nstep, to go from the initial scale to the final one.
Thus we can write:
?
tmax “ Nstep?t0 which implies Nstep “ 2xmax.
In this paper, we chose to use the sampled Gaussian kernel to implement the
scale-space representation:
Lpx, tq “
`8ÿ
n“´8
fpx´ nqgpn; tq, (2)
where
gpn; tq “ 1?
2pit
e´n
2{2t. (3)
In practice we use a truncated filter in order to have a finite impulse response
filter:
Lpx, tq “
`Mÿ
n“´M
fpx´ nqgpn; tq, (4)
with M large enough that the approximation error of the Gaussian is negligible.
A common choice is to set M “ C?t` 1 with 3 ď C ď 6 (this means that the
filter’s size is increasing with respect to t). In our experiments we fix C “ 6 in
order to ensure an approximation error smaller than 10´9.
2.2 Meaningful scale-space modes
Our objective is to find meaningful modes in a given histogram; hence we first
need to define the notion of “meaningful mode”. We will begin by defining
what is a mode, and explaining its representation in the scale-space plane. Let
us consider an histogram like the one depicted in figure 1.a. It is clear that to
find boundaries delimiting consecutive modes is essentially to find intermediate
valleys or equivalently local minima in the histogram. In order to be able to
define the notion of “meaningful” modes, we will use one of the most important
properties of scale-space representations (this notion was already used by the
computer vision community to detect edges in an image): the number of minima
with respect to x of Lpx, tq is a decreasing function of the scale parameter t and
no new minima can appear as t increases. For instance, figure 1.b provides
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Figure 1: Example of modes in an histogram (a) and its corresponding scale-
space representation (b) where the horizontal axis corresponds to the scale t
and the vertical one to the original horizontal axis of (a), respectively.
the scale-space plane corresponding to the figure 1.a. Observe that each of the
initial minima (for t “ 0) generates a curve in the scale-space plane. Let us fix
some notations. The number of initial minima is denoted n, and each of the
local minima defines a “scale-space curve” Ci (i P r1, ns) of length Li. We can
now define the notion of “meaningful modes” of an histogram.
Definition 1 A mode in an histogram is called meaningful if its support is de-
limited by consistent, with respect to t, local minima i.e. minima which generate
long scale-space curves Ci.
As a consequence, finding meaningful modes is equivalent to find a threshold T
such that scale-space curves of length larger than T are the curves corresponding
to consistent minima. This means that the problem of finding such modes is
equivalent to a two class clustering problem on the set tLiuiPr1,ns. The following
sections explore different ways to automatically find the expected threshold T .
2.3 Probabilist approach
In detection problems it is typical to use probabilistic models. We will investi-
gate several possible distribution laws but first we need to translate the notion
of meaningful mode in terms of probability.
Definition 2 Given a positive small number , a minimum i will to be said
-meaningful if
PpLi ą T q ď . (5)
Based on this definition, the following proposition gives explicit expressions of
T for different distribution laws.
Proposition 1 Assuming the variables Li are independent random variables
(where 1 ď Li ď Lmax) and  is a positive small number, if we denote HL the
histogram representing the occurrences of the lengths of a scale-space curve, we
have
• if P is the uniform distribution: T ě p1´ qLmax ` 1,
4
• if P is the half-normal distribution: T ě ?2σ2erf´1
´
erf
´
Lmax?
2σ2
¯
´ 
¯
(where accordingly to the definition of the half-normal distribution, σ “a
pi
2ErHLs),
• if P is the empirical distribution: T is empirically chosen such that
Tÿ
k“1
HLpkq “ p1´ q
Lmaxÿ
k“1
HLpkq.
Before we give the proof of this proposition, let us comment the choice of these
distribution laws. The uniform distribution is the law which will not privilege
any range for T . In many practical cases, a Gaussian law is chosen as a default
distribution law but in our context, we know that the random variables Li are
always positives and in many experiments they follow a monotone decreasing
law hence our choice of the half-normal law [1]. The empirical distribution is
used when no a priori information is known and the entire model is based on
empirical measurements. Note that in practice a simple choice for  is to take
 “ 1{n.
Proof:
We first consider the uniform law then
PpLi ą T q “
Lmaxÿ
k“T
PpLi “ kq (6)
“
Lmaxÿ
k“T
1
Lmax
(7)
“ Lmax ` 1´ T
Lmax
(8)
then (5) gives
Lmax ` 1´ T
Lmax
ď ô T ě p1´ qLmax ` 1. (9)
Next we address the half-normal law, we have
PpLi ą T q “
ż Lmax
T
PpLi “ xqdx (10)
“
ż Lmax
T
c
2
piσ2
exp
ˆ
´ x
2
2σ2
˙
dx (11)
“
«ż Lmax
0
c
2
piσ2
exp
ˆ
´ x
2
2σ2
˙
dx´
ż T
0
c
2
piσ2
exp
ˆ
´ x
2
2σ2
˙
dx
ff
(12)
“ erf
ˆ
Lmax?
2σ2
˙
´ erf
ˆ
T?
2σ2
˙
(13)
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then (5) gives
erf
ˆ
Lmax?
2σ2
˙
´ erf
ˆ
T?
2σ2
˙
ď  (14)
ô T ě ?2σ2erf´1
ˆ
erf
ˆ
Lmax?
2σ2
˙
´ 
˙
. (15)
Finally, we consider the empirical case. We use the histogram, denoted HL,
of the lengths Li. Basically, HLpkq is the number of curves having a length k
(because we build the scale-space representation over a finite set of scales, we
know that there is a maximal length Lmax, i.e. k P r1, Lmaxs). Then we keep
the threshold T such that
řT
k“1HLpkq “ p1 ´ q
řLmax
k“1 HLpkq. This conclude
the proof.
n
2.4 Otsu’s method
In [12], the author proposed an algorithm to separate an histogram HL (defined
as in the previous section) into two classes H1 and H2. The goal of Otsu’s
method is to find the threshold T such that the intra-variances of each class
H1, H2 are minimal and the inter class variance is maximal. This corresponds
to finding T (an exhaustive search is done in practice) which maximizes the
between class variance σ2B “ W1W2pµ1 ´ µ2q2, where Wr “ 1n
ř
kPHr Hpkq and
µr “ 1n
ř
kPHr kHpkq.
2.5 k´Means
The aim of the k´Means algorithm is to partition a set of points into k clusters.
In our context, we apply the k´Means algorithm to the histogram HL to get
the two clusters H1, H2 (meaningful/non-meaningful minima). It corresponds
to the following problem:
pH1, H2q “ arg min
H1,H2
2ÿ
r“1
ÿ
HpkqPHr
}Hpkq ´ µr}2, (16)
where µr is the mean of points in Hr. In this paper, we experiment with
both the `1 and `2 norms and two types of initialization: random or uniformly
distributed. In practice, it is usual to run the k´Means several times and keep
the solution that provides the smallest minimum of (16) (in our experiments we
chose to perform ten iterations).
3 Experiments
3.1 1D histogram segmentations
In this section, we present the results obtained on 1D histograms by the method
described in this paper. In figures 2 and 3, the histograms used (denoted x16 and
x21, respectively) are histograms of grayscale values of two input images. Each
of them contain 256 bins while in figures 4, 5, 6, 8 and 7 the used histograms are
6
x16 x21 Sig1 Sig2 Sig3 EEG Textures
`2 ´ k´Means (Random) 6 2 1 2 3 11 4
`2 ´ k´Means (Uniform) 6 2 1 2 3 11 4
`1 ´ k´Means (Random) 6 2 1 2 3 11 3
`1 ´ k´Means (Uniform) 6 2 1 2 3 11 3
Otsu 6 3 2 3 4 12 5
Half-Normal law 6 3 2 2 3 30 3
Empirical law 1 2 1 2 1 8 2
Table 1: Number of detected boundaries per signal for each detection method.
Fourier spectra, originally used in [8] and [9]. We call them sig1, sig2, sig3, EEG
and Textures, respectively. The obtained number of boundaries are presented
in table 1.
First, note that the result corresponding to the empirical distribution is not
shown for x16 because it does not provide relevant boundaries. Secondly, de-
note that, for all experiments, we do not provide the outputs from the uniform
distribution. Indeed, in practice this distribution detects only the curves that
have maximal lengths; it returns a single or a very few number of boundaries
and misses important ones. It means that the uniform distribution assumption
is not interesting for such detection problem. We can observe that for x16 and
x21 all methods give acceptable sets of boundaries. For sig1, sig2, sig3 and
Textures spectra, Otsu’s method and `2 ´ k´Means seem to provide the most
consistent results throughout the different cases. Except for x16 and Textures,
the half-normal distribution give similar results as Otsu’s method. It can also
be observed that the type of initialization (uniform or random) of the k´Means
algorithm has no influence on the obtained boundaries. Moreover, except for
the Textures case, the `1 ´ k´Means and `2 ´ k´Means provide exactly the
same results. Let us now comment the special case of EEG spectrum. This
spectrum is the spectrum of an electroencephalogram (EEG) signal and is much
more complicated than usual spectra. As such it is difficult to have an a priori
idea of a relevant number of modes as well as where they may occur. However,
we can see that Otsu’s method and k´Means give very similar outputs while
the empirical distribution seems to reject extreme boundaries. Besides, the half-
normal distribution generate a significantly higher number of modes.
3.2 Grayscale image segmentation
In this section, we address the grayscale image segmentation problem. This
problem can be easily solved by our method; we segment the grayscale values
histogram of the image which will automatically provide a certain number of
classes. Based on the previous section on 1D histograms, we choose to use
Otsu’s method in all following experiments (as well as in the next section). In
figures 9 and 10, we present the images corresponding to the previous x16 and
x21 histograms (the original image is on left and the segmented one on right). In
both cases, this simple segmentation algorithm gives pretty good results as, for
instance, it can separate important features in the images (clouds, sky, house’s
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Figure 2: Boundaries for x16.
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Figure 3: Boundaries for x21.
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Figure 4: Boundaries for Sig1.
roof, light house, . . . ).
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Figure 5: Boundaries for Sig2.
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Figure 6: Boundaries for Sig3 (results from the Empirical law are not repre-
sented as not interesting).
3.3 Image color reduction
In [6], the authors use their histogram segmentation algorithm to reduce the
number of colors in an image. Their method uses the following steps: first the
image is converted into the HSV color system. Secondly, a first segmentation is
obtained by segmenting the histogram of the V component. Thirdly, for each
previous obtained class they segment the corresponding S’s histograms. This
step gives them a more refined set of color classes. Finally, they perform the
same step, but on the H’s histograms of each new class. The final set of color
classes is provided as an initialization to a k´Means algorithm that performs
the final color extraction. In practice, the HSV conversion and the segmentation
of the V’s histogram is sufficient to keep the most important colors in the image.
In figure 11, 12, 13 and 14, we show some example of such color reduction. We
can see that this simple algorithm performs very well by reducing the number
of colors used in the image but still retains the image’s significant features.
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4 Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a very simple and fast method to find meaningful
modes in an histogram or a spectrum. The algorithm is based on the consis-
tency of local minima in a scale-space representation. We show with several
experiments that this method efficiently finds such modes. We also provide
straightforward image segmentation and color reduction results.
In terms of future work, it will be interesting to characterize the behavior of
the scale-space curves, i.e. when they disappear according to the histogram
characteristics. These theoretical aspects are very challenging to tackle and will
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Figure 8: Boundaries for EEG.
Original Segmented (8 classes)
Figure 9: Grayscale image segmentation: x16 case.
be addressed in an upcoming article. From the experimental point of view, we
observed that the detected boundaries for EEG spectra look promising. Indeed,
for the cases when we get around twelve modes, those modes look like refined
version of the usual spectral bands that have been used by neuroscientists for a
century. We plan to perform our algorithm on a large dataset of EEG signals
to see if we get consistent modes with respect to several subjects or at different
moments. Finally, it will be interesting to extend the proposed approach to find
11
Original Segmented (4 classes)
Figure 10: Grayscale image segmentation: x21 case.
Original Reduced
Figure 11: Color reduction: c15 case.
Original Reduced
Figure 12: Color reduction: c16 case.
higher dimensional modes in larger dimension histograms or spectra.
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Original Reduced
Figure 13: Color reduction: c21 case.
Original Reduced
Figure 14: Color reduction: c22 case.
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